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About This Game

There’s a big secret at Dr. Hugo’s Factory for Making Robots. When the inventors aren’t looking, their tiny robots go on big
adventures. They never expected to stumble onto a plot so diabolical it threatened their very existence. With lasers.

It all starts when Zander - possibly the world’s most absent-minded inventor - trips over a metal box buried outside the factory.
When no-one can figure out how to open it, the robots sneak out and try it for themselves. What they discover is the first step to

a grand adventure, leading to a mystery as old as the factory itself.
Join the robots as they outwit mischievous children, curious animals, and dysfunctional inventors in their quest to find the truth.

Will the robots solve the mystery before it’s too late?
Find out by visiting Dr. Hugo’s factory yourself!

Key features:

Play as 5 different robots, each with their own abilities and quirky personalities

Help the bots work together as a team to solve puzzles

Bomb, burn, push and swim your way through 17 intricately designed levels

Explore the hidden secrets of a crazy robot factory

Unwittingly meddle in the humans’ lives
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Accidently got this from a bundle, wish I didn't. No premise, unresponsive (and unsatsifying) controls,  lazy graphics  "retro art
style", meh soundtrack, uninspired dialogue, too much time waiting around for obstacles/platforms to loop around. So far, the
only fun part has been the pure platforming aspect while dodging multiple enemies, but then it quickly went back to force-
feeding its underdeveloped gimmick. Don't waste your time on this trash no matter what the price is.. I tried very hard to like
this game, but after many, many tries, I just gave up. It's like the developers gave up halfway through coding it. Except for key
places, it seems empty. I will not count how many times I've fallen into textureless oblivion because what the game considers
terrain for exploration and a no-go zone is a blur. And you don't even die, you just keep falling until you reload...
Engine is a joke, AAA games run smoothly on my machine, but this game starts lagging if I switch shadows from medium to
high. If you want to investigate something, you have to really convince the game you are sure about it - like walking directly
above the landmark or crouching, otherwise the "explore" cursor won't appear. I said landmark, because books\/notes you can
read can be very similar to plain, non-clickable object.
Hints are useless, they tell you what you already know, they ignore what designers must have thought would be obvious, but
isn't. Then again, I'm not the cleverest candle in the toolshed when it comes to adventure puzzles, so maybe it's just me.
All that is quite a pity, because the game has interesting plot (eldritch mystery, duh!). It sucks you in from the beginning and
keeps you truly invested in the protagonist and the darkness he has to venture into.
The graphics are nice - maybe not top-notch, but it is exactly as it needs to be - dark, haunting and atmospheric. Sound adds up
to that, so the general vibe is truly Lovecraftian.
It makes me sad I can't recommend this game. But if you really want to play, use medium or high difficulty. Casual is just
normal game experience cut in half. Besides, individual "difficulty" parameters can be changed ingame.. The only thing that is
dead is me on the inside!. hmm.. very confusing game
it's a like.. indiefied Carmaggeddon
found this game a little boring though

6/10 just because I didn't really get into it. Really awesome game with some challenging puzzles. Great use of physics as well..
Other folks have spent long enough detailing the good and bad of Desecration of Wings, so I'll keep it quick.
It's a well-written RPG set in an original, somewhat dark fantasy world. The RPGmaker style is nothing new, but the combat is
interesting and stays fairly difficult throughout. The ability to learn new passive and active abilities through equipment makes
the combat rewarding and the grinding brief. Backtracking exists, but again, it is richly rewarded with both material and plot
bonuses.
Speaking of which, I thoroughly enjoyed the plot and the lead characters, though I'm hardly impartial as a longtime fan of Sierra
Lee's work. It did feel a bit short, but (like many others in the reviews) I'm comparing it to The Last Sentinal, which is an
extraordinaly, sprawling monster of detailed content and complex choices that is more than worth your time to check out if you
enjoy Desecration.
Explore carefully, enjoy the smut, and earn yourself the best ending you can.. I got this in a bundle I bought for games other
than this one, so I can't say I feel ripped off, but this one is too short and easy for me to feel it would be worth the $10 asking
price.

The puzzles have solutions that are made obvious by relatively few number of ways the pieces are capable of interacting with
one another. Many objects have only one way to be used, and are obviously used only once in a puzzle.

Making things more annoying, you only get "gold" completion for leaving the final puzzle pieces in a particular arrangement,
basically ensuring there is one and exactly one set of moves the game designers had in mind, and all deviance or creative puzzle
solutions are properly punished for not behaving exactly as the developers demand of you.

Beyond that, the animations are far too long, and I spent easily half the game impatiently waiting for animations to finish. The
subway is a praticular offender, as it takes about 10 seconds of waiting before you get character control back when you
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invariably have the next 2-3 moves planned out, and there's no real excuse for any of these animations taking more than half a
second. The interface is mouse-only (probably a tablet port) and takes annoyingly precise clicks, with your character grabbing
the ladder when you want them to use the wardrobe, or drowning herself if you click on the water instead of the fishbowl she
wears to not drown. (Oh, did I mention the game's objects are completely random and illogical?)

The game is dripping with how British their characters are, (although the backgrounds are obviously hinting at Paris,) but the
English itself is constantly awkward, like they aren't native speakers.

I slammed through the main game in just about 3 hours or so, and wasn't really trying to hurry it up. There's no particular replay
value, either, although there is a "bonus rooms" set of 20 more levels I was too bored to complete, totaling 100. Since these
levels last about a minute if you have a clue what you're doing, though, it's not as expansive as it might sound. The non-level
segments are even more annoying, just a forced inventory puzzle with no mystery, being the world's most boring point-and-click
with terrible dialogue.

Only get if you really, really like these sorts of puzzle games, and it's on sale for $2 or less. If you only got it in a bundle, farm
your cards, delete, and banish it to the junk drawer of your Steam library.. Gave a negative review before because the local coop
did not work, but the developer fixed it quickly.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B8dL_OFZe6k. quot;aaaaaa my hand"
Well... Line Way, a game where you have to hold your hand on the left mouse button and try to find a path that destroys all
blocks, Honestly this game is great. First of all, it has a couple of ways to solve the puzzle, so you might get stuck figuring one
way while others may just do it first try. Overall it's pretty fun, and basic of course. But that's what you get for a 1$ game.
+basic but addictive.
+price is totally fair.
Final Score: 8/10
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i own over 350 games on steam and i have never took the time to write a review on a game. this game is just so great that i had
to give it praise. if you liked the zeldas for nes then you will love this game. i havent put in alot of hours yet because i just got it.
but it is turning out to be my favorite game in my inventory. so i hope people play it its worth the money in my book for sure. i
wish i had 100 more games just like it.. 8 hours in, and I'm not planning on stopping.

After thoroughly searching through all of the options in the game menu, I can finally change my review verdict from "Not
Recommend" to "Recommend".

Lord of the Seal isn't for players who are looking for great graphics or immersive worlds.
This game is more geared towards players looking for a basic, simple, and fun RPG grind.

Pros:

- Classic dungeon-crawler (kill, farm, sleep at inn, repeat)
- Simple combat
- Fast gameplay (no flashy effects, quick animations)
- Easy to learn
- Auto-battle option ("A" on Xbox 360 controller)
- Items and skills are straight-forward (obvious and easy to understand)
- Music is basic and easy to listen to
- Job\/Class system is acceptable
- Tons of control over how your characters (team members) develop and what skills they gain (reminds me to FFX-2's job
system).
- Mastery\/Orbs are easy to understand
- "Encounter" icon in the top-left corner makes it easy to anticipate an enemy attack

Cons:

- Sounds made from attacking or getting attacked, seem too loud compared to the rest of the sounds (selecting, confirming,
encounters, purchasing, etc.)
- Shop sub-sections are inconsistent, and thus, confusing (for the item merchant, it's on the bottom-left; for the alchemist girl,
it's in the top-right).

Neutral:

- The Xbox 360 controller support is non-traditional:
- It seems like "X" is the "confirm" button, although it makes more sense to bind it to "A".
- "B" opens up your party menu instead of "START".

Some of my issues prior to searching through the game's menu options have been solved and thus, removed from this review..
Yes just YES...I like turtles.. even though this game is only 10 dollars it's not in my opinion worht it. constantly freezing and\/or
locking up. terrible AI, and lack of any real fun for me. it would be a great free to play but I wouldn't waste the money on it..
Fun little life simulator.

Amazing how with poorly times aunt visits, rent payments and your aparment being robbed life can go south real fast.

Quite accurate.

Serious bit with an update.

Started out with No Priviledge points, homeless and unemployed
Long grind working in a fast food place and renting a place out
Tried to fulfill the health need by having an excercise bike but living in a sketchy part of town meant it was robbed every two
weeks.
Then got a job as a bouncer for 2 years
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Proceeded to spend 3 years doing part-time bouncer work whilst studying for a Law diploma
After finishing Law diploma I am now working as a Paralegal in the city centre with a Car and wife (as a tip wive's aren't that
worth it in the short run as getting engaged and married is quite expenseive and having to keep taking them out on dates so they
dont divorce you is a strain enough.)

7/10 - Would pull myself up by my bootstraps again. Probably a lot more fun with mods and if you don't mind a grind its worth
a buy.. This game is amazing :D. This game fulfills a need I have had deep in my soul back from when I was just a nonexistent
memory.
/music plays. This game almost destoyed my PC.!

It somwhow changed the Direct X Settings (i guess cannot explain it otherwise) making the CPU shut down instant. However it
didn't change that settings only for Trial by fire but for every other game and even on Desktop with only Windows running, it
shut the system down after 10-15 minutes. Uninstalling didn't help at all. Just imagine your PC shuting down again and again
with no reason, and nothing helps.

I managed to restore Windows 7 from a System security saving after 3 hours trying around and that finally fixed the Problem.

So This is not only a review its a warning. This game might screw your PC for good!. Excellent little game altogether. Dustoff is
a simplistic, yet very involved game where you steer a rescue helicopter around authentic looking Vietnam war scenery, picking
up stranded troopers and hardware and returning them to base, all the while blazing away at enemy fortifications, boats, and
vehicles with your onboard minigun or rockets.
The game is a 2.5D, meaning it's a 3D environment but you can only move to the left or right, and up or down.

The game#s difficulty level is spot on, with a smooth increase in challenge from start to finish, with just one spike early on that
settled down afterwards. This was the "heavy rain" level, which seemed to be placed such that just when you thought you had
the controls down, it was there to knock you off your pedestal, and despite there not being a single enemy in the level, it proved
to be quite frustrating altogether to try to navigate in the heavy wind and rain.

The helicopter has unlimited fuel, meaning you only need concern yourself with its health and ammo levels. You can top these
up via health or ammo drops from destroyed enemies, or by returning to base. Which is just as well, as health drops in particular
seem in low supply, and you will take a beating from enemy fire, make no mistake about that!

Progression is simplistic, with new helicopters and weaponry being unlocked and made available as you complete missions.
Each helicopter unlocks allows you to pickup more troops at once and have increased health. The "handling" level of the
helicopters went down as you progressed but to be honest I found the top level helicopter to be the most responsive of them all.

You can't actually kill any of your own guys in the field that you are trying to rescue which means you can blaze away to your
heart's content, provided you have enough ammo. This is just as well as they are often to be found in areas of the highest enemy
concentration. It did get a little jarring when I was blasting open the wooden cages that some of the guys were locked inwith
rockets, but hey, this is a game not a simulation!

The game's controls are based off 2 single buttons, and if done incorrectly, it could have killed the game. Thankfully, they
nailed it. While strange at first, it soon becomes instinctive. Left arrow to lift and move to the left, and right arrow to lift and
move to the right, and hold both arrow keys to lift maintain your current direction. After a while you'll find yourself tapping
away to steady up your chopper to lift some guys out of a river (you can't land in water), or holding both arrows, and easing off
on one to get a bit of extra height. It all just works.

Background detail was just excellent, from stray explosions going off, to fellow helicopters going to and fro. The highlight is on
the missions where napalm has been deployed, and when you fly over one of the fiery forests, everything dims and you really
get a sense of flying through the blackened, smoke-filled air.

The game is quite short and can be completed in a couple of short sessions, but it is well worth the asking price!. fun game love
the idea of it literally will play any background sound you have going it can be pretty funny also its very relaxing
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